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How to get 

to the venue



https://goo.gl/maps/K6kdrMoRLUdi4oMeA

The address of the event venue: 

Ukraine, Odessa region, Bolgradsky

district, the village of Krynychne.
Distance to the 

nearest towns:

Izmail - 24 km, 

Bolgrad - 18 km.

https://goo.gl/maps/K6kdrMoRLUdi4oMeA




You can get
by the next ways



From Kiev to Krynychne there are 702 km or maximum

9h 40min, according to the google map.

BUT usually, if there are no force majeure, you can get

quicklier
Please note. that Google maps and the navigator will

lead you through Belgorod-Dnestrovsky, to a detour.

Straight and short road is through Monashi, Palanca and

the border of Pridnestrovie. At the border, they don’t

check the passports, they only count the number of

people in the car.

From the pros. There is a great road here and it is a

pleasure to drive!





Tickets must be looked for on the official website of Ukrainian
Railway. It will be better if you check availability in advance,
because of the situation in the world and in Ukraine, they are in
limited quantities.

From Izmail to Krynychne there are buses from the central bus
station every hour until 17 p.m. The cost is 25-30 UAH. A taxi will
cost you from 200 to 330 UAH.

Train
Kiev- Izmail



Tickets for the Kiev-Odessa plane start from UAH 507,
the flight will take you about 50 minutes.

There is a bus from Odessa to Krynychne at 13.40 from
the Starosennaya bus station. From the same bus station
you can get to Bolgrad.

You can find the bus to Izmail on Italian Boulevard.

The cost of a trip by bus Odessa-Krynychne is about 230
UAH, Odessa-Bolgrad costs 210 UAH, Odessa - Izmail is
200 UAH.

Please note that from the airport to the Starosennaya Bus
Station or Italian Boulevard, you will have to take a taxi,
prices vary, the approximate cost is 100-150 UAH.

Airplane Kiev-
Odessa



Using the application, you will find fellow

travelers with a car. It will help you get to

your destination with comfort, or you can

find fellow travelers and reduce fuel costs.

Bla-Bla Car



We are waiting for you 

in Krynychne!


